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Abstract-"MuUimedia" reiers to the inlegrated generalion, repre- Eeneration, representation, processinQ. arid dis. . . - 
sentation, proeessing, storage. and dissemination u l  independent ma- Semination of independent processable informa- chine procesvahle iniarmalion expresred in multiple time dependent 
snd time independent media such ns data, graphier. drawings, voice. tion expressed by means o f  multiple time dependent and 
audio, and video. svailability oflhe required leehnologies now arid time independent media. A medium denotes a type of in- 
in ihe luture stimulatri researeh and develapment or produels in this formation such as  data. eraphics. drawines, animation, - .  - 
area. voice, audio, and video. In audio, video, voice, and an- 

'LSynchror~r;ntioion" assurcr a temporal order of erenlr. Synchroni- 
iation mechanisms are a well-studied lopic in the area oi operaling imation ihe information itself may be  expressed a s  a func- 

syslems, par;illel prograrnming languages, and dalabase Lechnalogy. tion 0f tjme. It has t0 be pointed Out. that these time de- 
This papei. addresses Ihe eh~raclerislics ~f rynchronizalion meeha. pendent media take into account the characteristics of 

nisms deskahle for eentral and distribuled mullirnedia Systems. The isochronous data streams (voice, audio, full-m0tion 
concepl or "mullirnedia objeets" as componenis oi  an object basrd video). Text, graphics, arid drawings are time indepen- 
model for a inullimedis system is introdueed. The essential new syn- dent media. 
chronizaiion requirement is restrictod blorking together wilh rynehro- 
nizstion realiirer covering mal-time aspeels. Existing synchronization COmider an a ~ ~ l i c a t i o n  which combines senes of im- 
meehanisms *:an be altered or new mes defined to m e e ~  there require. ages and speech fragments in o d e r  to explain a cenain 
mentr. chemical phenomenon in different languages. The User has 

the additional possibility to  speed up (skip the actual im- 

I. INTRODUCTION age and the respective audio information), slow down 
(look as  long as  he wants a t  the actual image), o r  repeat 

THE de 
tielopments arid achievements in the area the explanation of the actual image. The interaction with 

the User is done via mouse o r  keyboard. Without the in- 
video technology (such as  displays, cameras), teraction with the user and the choice o f  different lan- 
media dependent compression techniques (e.g., al. guages it is just like a slide-show with a tape running and 

gorithms for 64 kbi t / s  codecs of moving video Signals o r  ruling the projector (i.e., synchronizing the images and 
the RELP ;ilgorithm fo r  voice coding [26]), voice fragments). But the additional possible inieractions 

high Speed networks (such as optica] fibers, broad- requires more intelligente of the controlling devicels and 
band ISDN, FDDl  1221, QPSX 1191). fast random access to the stored information. This scen- . mass Storage technology (e.g., optical memones [4], a n o  relies on the independence of the media; e.g., it must 
i161). be possible to play audio fragments without accessing im- 

processing power (32-bit data bus and address bus a s  ages. 
standard, 64-bit wide in the future) and large memories With this example the requirements regarding the in- 
(DRAM's) 1241, dependence, the coexistence, the integration, and the in- - window Systems and User interfaces (Presentation teraction ofdifferent rnedia by mutual synchronization in 
Manager, I<-Windows, Open Look), and a multimedia environment were outlined. 

hypen'ext and hypermedia [I51 Another reason for introducing synchronization relates 
make the use of different media in a Computer environ- to the different communication paths for different media. 
ment feasitile, now and in the future [18]. These compo- Streams which convey data o f  different media may flow 
nents and media may be  used and combined into a mul- in a distributed environment on different channels o r  car- 
timedia System for a wide range of  applications, e.g., ners  (e.g., transatlantic cable o r  via satellite) wiih differ- 
advettisemi:nt, tutoring, or  Support of traveling agencies. ent  propagation propetties. Synchronization is required 

This paper refers to "multirnedia" as  the integrated somewhere in the multimedia System nearby the sink of 
the multimedia streams. 

Manuicript rercived May 29. 1989: revised November 11, 1989. Thir “Synchronization" makes events happen in a certain 
work was carried out as pan of a distributed muliimcdia system (DMS) time order. "Synchmnization" in the context of multi- 
pmjeci at the IBM Earopean Networking Center in Heidelberg. Federal media refers to [he mechanisms used by proCesSes (also Republic olGemsny.  DMS will provide a system inlerface foi multimedia 
msairces in a tieterogeneous arid disiribuied environmeni. was specific tO multimedia) to  coordinate their ordering in the 
presenled in pan at ihc IEEE 5th International Workshop on Telematics. time domain. The access to  shared resources enforces ex- 
Denver. CO. Sizpiember 18-21. 1989. 

The author ir; Giih IBM European Networking Center, 6900 Heidelherg, 
clusion from the resource and schedules access to  the re- 

Federal Republic of Gemany source; i .e . ,  synchronization solves the problems of spec- 
IEEE Lag Number 8934089. ifying and controlling joint activity of cooperating 

0733-8716/90/0400-0401$01.00 @ 1990 IEEE 
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pmcesses. and of seriaiization of concumnt access to 
shared resources by many pmcesses [17]. 

Synchmnization and communication are often com- 
bined, synchmnization differs from communication con- 
sidering the mode of interaction. 

"Synchmnization" refers to the ordering of pmcesses 
and their coordinated access to shared resources. It inRu- 
ences the behavior of the pmcesses directly. This inRu- 
ence can be regarded as a Special kind of infomation. The 
information transmitted is only the presence, absence. or 
ordering of pmcesses. We do not claim this to be com- 
munication. Because "communication" involves passing 
information between processes, communication must rely 
on some kind of synchmnization. Therefore. communi- 
cation involves synchmnization. 

Communication will not be considered in this paper. 
This paper coven distnbuted as well as central system 

configurations. Distribution is based on interconnected 
autonomous information pmcessing nodes. The respec- 
tive programs on these nodes may cooperate in order to 
achieve a common goal. Synchmnization in a distributed 
multimedia system imposes further restrictions and pmb- 
lems to be solved. Nevertheless, ail relevant issues of lo- 
cai and central systems are included. Therefore, we focus 
on the more general Scenario, a distnbuted envimnment. 

The following categories of media integration exist ac- 
cording to [I]. 

Intennedia Relationship: A state transition or activ- 
ity in one medium affects another medium, e.g., a certain 
text Pattern activates a moving video sequence. 

Media Conversion: The information contained in one 
medium is "translated" into information in another me- 
dium. The text to speech conversion is an example. 

Media Cooperation means the simultaneous ex- 
change of infonnation of two or more media such as 
simultaneous audio and video transmission. 

Synchmnization is needed for all of the three catego- 
ries, but to a very different extent. The intemedia rela- 
tionship and media cooperation refer to the ordering of 
events and therefore to the basic synchronization. Media 
conversion involving synchmnization as the relation be- 
tween original and transformed Patterns must be imple- 
mented using synchmnization mechanisms. 

The following example (See Fig. 1) shows a video 
stream generated by a camera, a voice stream generated 
by a tape recorder, and User interaction(s), which will be 
synchmnized. The voice stream might consist of prere- 
corded voice fragments as general comments to an exper- 
iment of very short duration, e.g., a crash test with can. 

A certain voice fragment comments the technical as- 
pects of crashes. These comments last much longer than 
the experiment itself. At the end of the video sequence 
the "multimedia object" related to the video stream wants 
to synchmnize itself with the multimedia voice object. As 
the duration of the voice multimedia object is longer than 
the video sequence a "gap" occurs (see Fig. 2). 

Usually no action is performed if processes or activities 
wait for an event to take place in order to synchronize 

4 
comero tope recorder 

multimedia system. 
Fig. 1. Example showing the elementr involved in synchronization in a 

Fig. 2. Example of synchmniralion between iwo strearns. The "gap 
pmblem." 

themselves. Such pmcesses and activities are usually sus- 
pended. But, what does it mean for multimedia streams 
to be "suspended"? What happens in the "gap"? The 
example of Fig. 2 shows a video stream which is to be 
synchronized with voice fragments. The video stream 
must "wait" for the voice stream. When the voice stream 
is ready for synchronization a "signal" is sent to the syn- 
chronization mechanism or directly to the video stream. 
Immediately. both streams continue to Row. But it has to 
be defined what will happen during the "gap" on the 
video monitor. The consideration of time dependent me- 
dia in the context of synchronization requires the execu- 
tion of actions, while a pmcess or stream is waiting for a 
synchronization event. In ow example, an immediate so- 
lution to the "gap problem" is to display the last picture 
of the video sequence. Certainly this is media, system, 
and device dependent. A more general solution called 
"restricted blocking," which also enables the specifica- 
tion and execution of other operations than the display of 
the last picture, is presented in this paper. 

The most common way of presenting and discussing 
synchmnization, usually combined with communication, 
is done by means of the existing copcepts like: busy wait- 
ing, Semaphore, monitor, message, remote pmcedure call. 
This paper follows a more fundamental approach by clas- 
sifying the essential characteristics of synchmnization. 
The classification is based on the synchronization char- 
acteristics in the context of operating systems and parallel 
pmgramming languages. The scope is enhanced by mul- 
timedia specific requirements. The development of syn- 
chronization mechanisms for distnbuted multimedia sys- 
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tems must considerlincorporate these basic properties 
specific to multimedia outlined in this paper. 

In this paper existing and new synchronization charac- 
teristics ari: presented. Special emphasis is placed on the 
incorporation of inherent multimedia features, rather than 
presenting new or enhanced interaction or synchmniza- 
tion mechanisms. 

This paper Covers synchmnization in die context of op- 
erating Systems and concurrent languages. It does not ap- 
proach synchronization as understood by transaction in 
database erivironment (e.g., exclusive or share locks, and 
restart as concurrency contml mechanism). 

The following chapter defines an object-based model 
for a multimedia system, which is relevant for further dis- 
cussions. In the next chapter, a classification of the char- 
acteristics of synchronization is presented. New require- 
ments of multimedia environments are identified. The 
resulting enhancements to address the new requirements 
are describsed in detail in the following chapter. In the 
conclusion, the relevante of the achieved results is for- 
mulated showing the direction of further work to be car- 
ried out. The Appendix completes the classification 
scheme. Ain overview of the characteristics of the speci- 
fication, cneation and lifetime of objects is presented. 

11. AN OBIECT-BASED MODEL OF A MULTIMEDIA 
SYSTEM 

This chapter presents and defines the elements for de- 
scribing "synchmnization." These will be used thmugh- 
out the paper. 

Usually Ein object is represented by the interface and not 
by intemal details. Nevertheless, for didactical purposes 
in this paper the description and the related pictures of 
multimedia objects will be shown as composed of partic- 
ular elemenits. The actual implementation may differ from 
this description. It is not the aim to imply a specific im- 
plementation at this level of discussion. 

An object based model of a multimedia system-a Mul- 
timedia Object System is presented below (see Fig. 3). 
Only such components of a multimedia system which are 
essential for the discussion of synchronization are in- 
cluded in tbis model. These are as follows. 

Activit,ies: Sequential unit of execution. 
Multimedia Objects: Sequential unit of execution 

combined vvith data specific to particular medium or me- 
dia. 

Interactions: Relationship between activities and 
rnultimedia objects. 

Activitieri and multimedia objects are the active com- 
ponents of the system. They are the objects of the system. 
An object is an elemeni of information pmcessing, whose 
state can orily be retrieved and influenced by a well de- 
fined set of operations called merhods. An object can be 
created and has a lifetime. 

The intecactions between objects involve synchmniza- 
tion. Objecits execute synchronizing operations in order 
to assure a temporal order of events. The execution of 
cooperating synchronizing operations is called a synchro- 

octivity 

(ordinory) 
object 

nultimedio 
object 

*~-....+ 

interoct ionfs) 
between 
objects 

objects 

Fig. 3.  Multimedia Objeel System 

multimcdio object I t Z G z  

U 
+ denoter the eiecution 

mul t imedio (mul t imedio) 

of rynchronizing operotionr 

Fig. 4. Synchmniration of multimedia objects. 

nizing event (see Fig. 4 ) ;  i.e., it indicates the action of 
synchronization of objects at a certain point in the list of 
consechtive actions of the multimedia activity or the ac- 
tivity, respectively. 

Multimedia objects interact with other objects. Up to a 
certain extent they execute synchmnizing operations as 
regular pmcesses do. The required enhancements will be 
presented in Section 1V. 

A multimedia object consists of the following. 
The Multimedia Stream: The data specific for one or 

more media (e.g., sampled voice items or images as part 
of a full-motion video object) and 

The Multimedia Activity: The persistent information 
of the multimedia object and its behavior (e.g., charac- 
teristics of a surveillance camera with association to the 
allowed methods such as move or Zoom). This is the ac- 
tivity of a muttimedia object. 

Multimedia objects could have the attributes outlined 
in the following paragraphs. 

1) A rnultimedia object may contain synchronizing op- 
erations. This information about the synchmnizing events 
comprises 

the involved partner(s), i.e., other object(s) or in- 
termediate elements like a channel in CSP [14], 

the type of synchronization such as blocking or 
nonblocking, 

the determination of the release mechanism (e.g., 
cettain picture of a series of images or a function of time). 
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2) Information about the synchronization operations 
can be retrieved and changed (according to the access 
rights) by other objects. It comprises the ability to 

retrieve all information about the own synchroniz- 
ing events. Queries may address synchronizing events in- 
volving the object itself in the past, present, or  even 
future: 

add synchronizing operations, 
change synchronizing operations, 
delete synchronizing operations, and 
suspend synchronizing operations for some time or  

for the object lifetime. 
3) A central, global object called "synchronization 

manager" may impose synchronization on objects. The 
existence of such a controlling instance is a typical feature 
of local interactive tutoring Systems. The synchronization 
manager activates the objects involved and imposes syn- 
chronization. The type of synchronization and the release 
mechanisrns are sent as pan of the information to the ob- 
jects or are imposed on them from outside. 

A good example is a tutoring system which interacts 
with a student. It may involve pictures, moving video 
and voice. A control prograrn defines the finite states 
and possible moves to new states, with activation and 
deactivation of the media. 

lmposing synchronization (i.e., the existence of a global 
controlling instance) simplifies the progmmming of ap- 
plications involving mainly local controlling features. An 
example is a simple tutoring system with one User. But it 
does not solve all synchronization problems in the most 
elegant and effective way, especially those between many 
distributed panners. 

4) Multimedia objects may synchronize with other 
multimedia objects directly. No global instance is re- 
quired. Direct synchronization may be the basis for the 
synchronization imposed by a controlling instance, as 
outlined in the preceding paragraph. 

5) Multimedia objects may contain information about 
the medium itself, the medium type, andlor the device 
involved. 

Consider audio signals: The respective multimedia 
objects should provide a method to measure the vol- 
ume of the signal. This would facilitate wnting a real- 
time conference application. In this application the 
algorithm for resource allocation of a common audio 
output device relies on the speaker with the loudest 
recently spoken words. 

6) Multimedia objects may exist in a local and in a dis- 
tributed environment. 

Finishing the description of the attributes of multimedia 
objects it has to be remarked, that this model is also suit- 
able for analyzing and describing communication as in- 
teraction between the objects. 

Up to now the description of the components of a mul- 
timedia object refers to a single multimedia activity and a 
single multimedia stream. This notion can be extended to 

a single multimedia activity and many multimedia 
streams. The relationship between different multimedia 
strearns inside a rnultimedia object is fixed; i.e., funher 
synchronization is neither necessary nor possible (see Fig. 
5 ) .  

A video tape containing voice and moving video sig- 
nals does not need synchronization if the sound and 
the video are played physically close to the VCR. 
The respective multimedia object comprises one ac- 
tivity and two multimedia streams (voice and video). 
Consider a text mixed with a moving video and stored 
together on an optical videodisk. The respective mul- 
timedia object contains a single activity, the text, and 
the movie. The text and the video might not even be 
possible to separate. 

111. BASIC SYNCHRONIZATION CHARACTERISTICS 

Objects interact in order to reach one or  many common 
goals. The interaction involves synchronization of the 
components by applying cenain synchronization mecha- 
nisms. "Synchronization" can be characterized accord- 
ing to the criteria discussed in this section (pan of them 
are discussed in [2]. e.g.). The presented characteristics 
are derived from conventional synchronization and com- 
munication mechanisms such as semaphore, monitor, or  
RPC. To the knowledge of  the author such a complete and 
fundamental taxonomy of basic characteristics has not 
been presented before. Some useful and necessary exten- 
sions especially for multimedia are identified and ex- 
plained in this chapter. 

The definition and elaboration of appropriate synchro- 
nization mechanisms require a selection between different 
propenies of 8 basic characteristics. First, we Want to out- 
line some propenies of the these characteristics by means 
of an example. 

Consider the synchronization mechanism of CSP with 
the concept of a rendezvous. It is expressed by input 
operations (denoted by a question mark after the name 
of the channel) and output operations (denoted by an 
exclamation mark after the name of the channel) on 
a channel. 
In the following example two parallel processes com- 
municate via the channel 'comm': 

[ . . .; comm ? X; . . . 1) . . .; comm ! a;  . . . ] 
The first process to reach the communication state- 
ment is blocked and waits for the panner. When the 
second process reaches the communication Statement 
the value of 'ab is assigned to 'X' and both processes 
proceed. 

The 8 characteristics of synchronization in CSP have 
the following propenies. 

1) There are always two processes involved as a point- 
to-point connection. 

2) These processcs know an intermediate object (the 
channel attached to both) as means of synchronization. 
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r n u l  t(media 
O C ~ L V L ~ Y  v ~ d e o  voice 

I 2 

Fig. 5. Multimedia objecls with more than one slmam. 

3) The first process waiting to communicatelsynchro- 
nize is blocked. 

4) A pnocess waiiing for a synchronization event can- 
not be preempted. 

5) Many synchronizing events can be "combined" by 
an alternative guarded command. 

6) In thme alternative guarded command the choice be- 
tween different possible synchronization events is prede- 
fined as ncindetetministic. 

7) The i-elation beiween both processes is symmetnc. 
8) No real-time aspecis are considered. 
The basuc synchronization characteristics of object in- 

teractions are the number of involved objects, the nam- 
ing, the bahavior of individual objecis while waiting for 
synchroniz,ation, the influence of those objects on others 
already synchronizing, if more than two objects are al- 
lowed to combine many synchronization events, to order 
synchronization events, the relationship between the in- 
teracting cibjects and the coverage of real-time aspects 
(Table I): 

I) The lirstcharactenzation item concems the number 
of involve~! objecrs. 

The s!~nchronization of two objects is fundamental to 
all synchra~nization concepts. This is a 1 to 1 relationship. 

The synchronization of more than two objects with 
respect to one other object covers the "one to many" and 
"many to one" relations. 

If communication is involved in the interaction "one to 
many" and "many to one" should be differentiated: 
"many to ione" identifies the relation between one server 
and many clients; whereas "one to many" (multicasting 
or  broadcasting) is used by a single object to notify some 
condition(r;) to other objects. 

Given a concurrent slide show (every slide is a mon- 
itor showing still images) all monitors are arranged 
as an iwo-dimensional array in front of the students. 
At a ceriain point a large picture will be shown. Every 
monitor displays pari of the picture. The whole pic- 
ture has to appear simultaneously with the creation of 
a multimedia object with a voice stream. In this sit- 
uation the programmed relation between a single 
voice inultimedia object and many image multimedia 
object:; is "one to many." 

TABLE l 
SUMMARIZED BASIC SINCHRONIZATION CHARACTERISTICS 

khirior 01 individual 
objwlr r i i l i ng  ror 
s v ~ ~ h r n n i z a l i ~ n  Wen16 

t i on  at 

oder Ihr n m a l d  1 , P!'O' 

,ynrhnnization ~ 2 ; ~ -  prior- condi- 
i l i d  or- iional or- and con- 

sth* IR 1 1 der dilionai 
rhnnimion evn in  -,A.. 

The last case involves synchronization of more than 
two multimedia objects in a "many to many" fashion. 
Bui, up to now it is not obvious if this is relevant in the 
multimedia synchronization environment. 

2) The naming of interacting object(s) refers to the 
manner aof referencing the involved synchronization 
mechanisms or  objects. 

In a direci naming convention the involved objects 
must be referenced directly by others. This implies the 
availability of knowledge about the involved objects (also 
in a client server model). Therefore, ii is usually easier to 
venfy the system behavior in a direct naming mechanism 
than in the indireci. Problems arise if the system config- 
uration changes dynamically or  objects are created at run- 
time. 

Indirect naming means naming of intermediary. pan- 
ner element(s) such as  a mailbox. An object does not refer 
to another object directly. The interacting objects do not 
need to know the object with which to synchronize. A 
semaphore belongs to this category. 

3) The behavior of individual objects waiting for syn- 
chronization events covers blocking aspects. This is sim- 
ilar to the behavior of a transaction which attempts to lock 
objects already locked. It must either wait, abori itself or  
preempt the other transaction(s) involved. 

The nonblocking behavior would never force syn- 
chronization. But, it could allow the retneval of infor- 
mation about cooperating objects such as "is anoiher ob- 
ject in a specific state?". 

A message passing concept with a mailbox has a non- 
blocking charactenstic. 
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An object waiting for a synchronization event may 
be blocked: 

Consider the example of displaying an image of a 
fossil animal and add some explanatory text. The 
multimedia objects are the display of the image and 
the display of ihe text. Let the iext object invoke a 
synchronization operation. For didactical purposes 
the image should he displayed before the text. Oth- 
erwise, the text would perhaps appear on top of an- 
other not convenient piciure. The resource delivering 
the text is ready before the image may be reirieved 
from a central server. In this case, the object which 
generates the text (it might be the device driver or  the 
multimedia object itself) must be blocked until the 
image object is ready to synchronize. 

In ihe multimedia context it has to be defined what it 
meant by blocking a muliimedia stream. A blocked full- 
motion video stream couId mean to display the last image 
for the time of being blocked. If a voice stream is blocked, 
then no voice signal has to be played. Certainly, this def- 
inition depends on the hardware and system software. For 
displaying the last image of a full-motion video, a video 
image Store is necessary (see Fig. 12). F o r a  more general 
approach see "restncied blocking." 

Resrricred blocking is a new behavioral concept re- 
quired for some multimedia applications. 

If processes wait for an event to take place in order to 
synchronize, then no action may be performed. Such pro- 
cesses may be suspended. What does this mean for a mul- 
timedia object? One alternative is that the multimedia 
stream should not be stopped. The concept of "restricted 
blocking" allows an exact definition of the behavior of 
the stream(s) while waiting for a synchronization event. 
This concept is explained in the following chapter dealing 
with the peculiarities for multimedia. 

4) Individual objects to be synchronized may or  may 
not have inpuence on orher objects synchronizing a1- 
ready. This can occur if more than two objects are al- 
lowed to be involved in a synchronization event. 

The influence on other involvkd objects may lead to 
the preemption of the other objects. As a consequence the 
object itself never becomes blocked. This feature is com- 
mon in a database environment and low level system pro- 
gramming. It can also be Seen as nonmaskable intempt .  

The usual behavior of synchronization rnechanisms 
allows no influence of an object waiting to synchronize 
on those already synchronizing. 

5) The involvement or  cornbination of many synchro- 
nizarion events refers to a selective synchronization. 

There might be no cornbination of synchronization 
events defined at all. As a consequence for blocking 
mechanisms it is not possible to ask if the other object is 
ready for synchronization. In CSP without alternative 
guarded commands this would be the case. In a message- 
based communication environment this could mean the 
absence of "just look if a message is there, and if there 
is none then go on." 

If a cornbinariori for receivers (servers) may be de- 
fined, then receiving objects may wait on synchronization 
with multiple others. The select Statement of ADA is an 
example. 

If a cornbinarion for sender (client) may be defined, 
then sending objects may waii on synchronization with 
multiple others. Remark: Pure synchronization does not 
distinguish between sender and receiver or client and 
server, i .e. ,  this and the preceding paragraph descnbe the 
Same feature. 

The cornbiriation at the receiver (server) and at thr 
sender (client) serves as basis for symmetrical relation- 
ship between the objects. A typical example is the alter- 
native guarded command ([8] and [I3]). 

6) The possibility to order the executed synchroniza- 
tion operations of many synchronization events is another 
classification item. If two or more synchronization oper- 
ations are combined by some kind of relation the order 
may be specified in which such interactions should take 
place. This issue is similar to the ordering of process in- 
teraction requests ([I 21. 

A predefined order can not be altered by the pro- 
grammer or User (e.g., it rnay be FIFO type or even non- 
deterministic). 

E.g.: CSP dlows a nondeterministic selection be- 
tween alternative guards. No ordering between the 
synchronized processes is imposed. 
Considering synchmnizationlcommunication in SDL 
[27] by signals a predefined FIFO queue organization 
at the receiver is specified. 

Prioritized order means the influence of synchroni- 
zation by attaching priorities io different synchronization 
events or  objects. 

In the following example of Concurrent C [ l l ]  the 
expression "prio" is evaluated for all outstanding 
synchronization calIs and the call with the minimal 
value is accepted: 

accept name-of-outstanding-transaction (paraml, 
param2, . . . ) by (prio) 

A conditioried order is more flexible than the priori- 
tized: 

Concurrent C allows a condition "cond" involving 
the Parameters "paraml," "param2," . . . to be 
evaluated (see the following example). The first out- 
standing call where the condition 'cond' is tme is ac- 
cepted (i.e.. the synchronizatioh event occurs). 

. . . 
accept name-of-outstanding-transaction (param I ,  

param2, . . . ) suchthat (cond). 

Prioritized and conditional order may be combined. 
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7) The relationship betweerl riiieracting objects can be 
symmetric or usymmetric. Different symmetric or asym- 
metric relationships between calling and called parties can 
be distinguished. 

The mosi frequent known aspect relates io the nam- 
ing of objects. 

Consicler the rendezvous in ADA: The calling 
"client" task must name the called "server" task. 
The server task identifies the entry points by accept 
Statements without identifying the calling task. 
In contrast pmcesses synchronizing on the basis of 
the rendezvous of CSP explicitly name each other and 
no ditierences exist beiween calling and called pro- 
cesslol>jeci naming. 

Another aslpeci of asymmetry is, e .g . ,  the ability to serve 
as a guard (see [IO]). 

Consider ADA again: The server task has the ability 
to specify a guard by the select Statement. There is 
no such feature supported by the calling task. 
The iniput and output operation of CSP both allow 
guards. 

An as!ymmetnc relationship exisis if the state of in- 
teracting activities or objects is blocked, nonblocking or 
restricted b'locked depending on calling or being called. 

An exiimple for asymmetric relation in this context is 
SDL. Iln SDL the process instance sending a signal is 
never blocked. the process expecting a signal may be 
blocked. 
Synchironizing by semaphores is completely symmei- 
ric: calling and called activities may Ue blocked. 

8) Synchronization may or may not involve real-time 
aspecrs as part of the mechanisms. 

Most of the known principles of synchronization and 
communicrition have no real-time aspecrs. 

As multimedia deals wiih data streams conveying in- 
formation 1.0 be passed in real-time (e.g., voice) the syn- 
chmnization of such elements incorporates real-time fea- 
tures. See inext chapter for details. 

Synchroiiizaiion can also Cover other aspects not to be 
considered in this paper such as the synchronization of 
video images at composite video signals level. These fea- 
tures are aissumed to be done by the hardware of ihe re- 
spective de:vices and are not relevant for synchmnization 
in our cont8:xt. All discussed items are summarized in Ta- 
ble l .  

I\{. ENHANCEMENTS FOR MULTIMEDIA 
The discussion of ihe basic properties of synchroniza- 

tion mechanisms revealed iwo items necessary in the mul- 
timedia coiitext. "Resiricted blocking" and real-time as- 
pects. Synichronization in multimedia Systems can be 
discussed at the level where the synchmnization entity is 
a bit or byte, rather than a whole picture or text para- 
graph. Then "continuous synchmnization" may be intm- 
duced. 

A. Restricted Blocking 

Restricted blocking is a new behavioral concept re- 
quired for some multimedia applications. 

I f  pmcesses wait for an event to take place in order to 
synchmnize no action may be performed. Such pmcesses 
are usually suspended. What does this mean for a multi- 
media object? 

The first multimedia object executing a synchmnization 
operation waits for the synchronization event because the 
synchmnizing condiiion fails. In this sense the object is 
blocked. While waiting ihe multimedia object is not sus- 
pended, it performs an alternative action. This action is 
aborted as soon as the synchronizing condition rises. 

The multimedia object is composed of the multimedia 
aciiviiy and the multimedia stream. The respective mul- 
iimedia activity may be suspended. If the multimedia ob- 
ject is blocked, then the muliimedia stream may be 
stopped. There may be no video signal and no audio sig- 
nal. But sometimes there should be a muliimedia stream 
to fill the gap (see Fig. 2). 

In the video context the stream to fill the gap may be 
the last picture or a (moving) video. The video signal can 
either be derived fmm the same source as where the stream 
originated before the execution of the synchmnization op- 
eration, or ii can be derived from an alternative source. 

Without restricted blocking the solution of blocking 
multimedia streams for short-time duration is device and 
media dependent. A short-time duration refers typically 
to about a few milliseconds. Transient objects coniain a 
stream, which are not retrieved fmm a store. The source 
of such a stream may be a camera or a micmphone. As 
shown in Table I1 such a siream would continue to flow 
even if the respective activiiy of the multimedia object is 
blocked. 

A persistent object or details of such an object can be 
retrieved fmm a storage. Therefore, it becomes possible 
to display the last piciure (see Table 111) again. A tran- 
sient object can be stored in a buffer and becomes then, 
up io a certain extent a persistent object. A long-term gap 
lasis iypically longer than a few seconds. Such a gap is 
usually filled explicitly by a stream, i.e., ihe programmer 
implemented a dedicated solution. This is also included 
in "restricted blocking." 

A medium and device dependent amount of buffer stor- 
age is required to allow a flexible implementation of the 
restricted blocking concept. The largest amount of mem- 
ory is needed for full-moiion video. If a video stream has 
to be synchronized due to different delays of different me- 
dium transmission channels some images might be stored. 
This synchronization issue may be part of the transport 
pmtocol 1231. In ihe case of full-motion video always the 
last image should be stored. According to the CCIR-601 
coding standard about 1 Mbyte of storage is required: 

(13.5 MHz + 6.75 MHz + 6.75 MHz) 

* 8 bit/8 bit/byte/25 images/s = 1.08 Mbyte. 
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TABLE 11 
EXAMPLES OF TRANSIENT STREAMS 

TABLE III 
EXAMPLES o i  PERSISTENT STREAMS 

hshau;<ir qiindividual 
nhje',, wai,,ng /or 

<ynchr"niraii"n ei.pnir 

YVBic ad io  CO-ROM blwking: "0 rigna1 
delivercd rr0m murte 

blwking: no ,igna1 
vini.1: RII.mtian delivercd rmrn murcc 
video 

iail irnigc diiplayed 

The following program shows a synchronization be- 
tween an object showing full-motion video and audio sig- 
nal about a physical experiment. If object A (full-motion 
video) reaches first the synchronization point the last im- 
age shown will be displayed. Altematively if the audio 
object executes the synchronization operation first then 
some music will be played. 

pmgram of object A: pmgram of object B: 
-- full-motion video -- audio 
-- from WORM -- fmm CD-ROM 
display (experiment-fluid) play (expenment-fluid) 

. . . . . . 
SYNCHRONIZE SYNCHRONlZE 

WITH object-B WITH object-A 
AT end AT end 
MODE MODE 

restricted-blocking restnctedblocking 
WHILE-WAITING WHILE-WAITING 

display-last-image play (musicBach) 
. . . . . . 

The Fig. 6 sketches the altemative where thc movie show- 
ing the water is displayed while waiting for the audio sig- 
nal. 

If two or more media are combined in a multimedia 
object. the behavior for each of them individually or to- 
gether has to be defined in the "WHILE-WAITING" 
section. It has to be pointed out that this is not busy wait- 
ing. The object terminates the altemative WHILE- 
- WAITING scction if the synchronization rises. This op- 
eration is initiated by the system and not by the object 
itself as it would happen in a busy waiting fashion. 

B. Real-Time Basic Synchronization Semantics 
The synchronization of multimedia objects may be 

"optimal," "good," "acccptablc." or even perhaps "not 
tolerable." This depends on the characteristics of the 
streams involved, the actual application or system pro- 
gram. and the time relation between the involved exe- 

i - - - - -- - - - - - - reody Jor ;ynchronizotian 
end oJ dirploy-lost-imoge 

'S* time 

Pig. 6. Synchmnizaiion with restrieted bloeking. 

1 
cuted synchronization operations. There has been no need 
to incorporate this feature into the semantics of "process 
synchmnization" in the operating Systems envimnment if 
multimedia is not part of the system. 

The event stamp (see Fig. 7) is defined as a point of 
synchmnization in the execution of a synchmnization op- 
eration by an object. It must occur within the lifetime of 
an object. 

A synchronization event relates to at least two event 
stamps of different objects. In the general case the event 
stamps may be anywhere in the lifetime of the objects (see 
Fig. 8). 

Within the lifetime of the object there are two special 
locations of an event stamp. 

The event stamp is the creation point of the object. 
The event stamp is the end of the lifetime of the ob- 

ject. 
If the event stamp on both objects are placed at the be- 

ginning, the synchmnization is called "parallel" or 
"simultaneous" (sec Fig. 9) [6], [20]. 

If the event stamp of one object occurs at the beginning 
and the other at the end the synchronization is called "se- 
rial" or "sequential" (see Fig. 10), it can be viewed as 
a kind of concatenatio~ 161, 1201. 

The synchronization and communication mechanisms 
used in the operating system environment usually do not 
support time functions. Therefore, nothing is said about 
the "delay" between two event stamps to be synchm- 
nized. The situation differs completely in the multimedia 
context, e,g., it mattem if the comment related to an event 
shown as moving pictures is delayed too much. Experi- 
ments at CCETT (France) have shown, that some appli- 
cations require picture and sound to be synchronized 
within around 150 ms [6]. 

Conceming the delay the following terms of multime- 
dia object relations are introduced. 

Timemin is the minimal acceptable delay between two 
synchmnizing event stamps. The usual Parameter is "0." 

E.g., timemin (event-stamp-A, event-stamp-B) = n ms 
is read as the minimal delay of event-stamp-A with respect 
to event-stamp-B is n ms. 

Timeave is the ideal delay between synchmnizing 
event stamps; i.e., the second synchronization event 
stamp should be as close as possible to timeave, it might 
happen before or after timeave. Usually timeave is also 
0. 

E.g., timeave (event-stamp-A, event-stamp-B) = n ms 
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s t u r t  
I 

end 
I -4 

' event'stomp A event'stomp E -- t ine 

Fig. 7. Event stamp 

event stonp A 
k- -4 object A 

object E 
tven l  Storno E - time 

Fig. 8. Relation between event slamps-general case. 

event stomp o t  beginning oJ objecr A deLwF -i 
event stornp o t  beginning of object E 

-i 
--- time 

Fig. 9. Relation beiween event starnps-"parallel synchroniralion.' 

is read as the average delay of event-stamp-A with respect 
to event-stainp-B is n ms. 

Timemux or "time-out" refers to the maximal ac- 
ceptable dehy between synchronizing event stamps. Usual 
Parameters vary depending on the media involved and on 
the task to be performed. 

E.g., timamax (event-stamp-A, event-stamp-B) = n ms 
is read as the maximal delay of eveni-stamp-A with re- 
spect to event-stamp-B is n ms. 

The operands "timemin" and "timemax" are not com- 
mutative. This characteristic provides the power to spec- 
ify a different delay depending on which multimedia ob- 
ject executses its synchronizing operation first. The 
functions tiimemin, timeave, and timemax can be com- 
bined by thel logical AND Operator (in special cases some 
of the expressions are equivaleni). 

expression meaning 

timemin (. . .) see above 
timemax (. . .) sce above 
timeave (. . .) see above 

timemin (. . .) AND synchronization should 
timemax (. . .) take place between time- 

min and timemax (time in- 
terval). 

timemin (. . .) AND synchronization should 
timeave (. . .) take place as close as pos- 

sible to timeave, but never 
before timemin. 

timemax (. . .) AND synchronization should 
timeave (. . .) take place as close as pos- 

sible to timeave, bui never 
after timemax. 

timemin (. . .) AND synchronization should 
timemax (. . .) take place as close as pos- 
AND timeave (. . .) sible to timeave. but be- 

tween timemin and time- 
max. 

event stornp o t  ehe end oJ object A 

+"I*, 
event rtmp ot  beginning of objoct E - time 

Fig. 10. Relation between eventstamps-"sequenlial synchronization. " 

After introducing timemax, the exception of a delay 
greater than timemax has to be handled and incorporated 
into the concept. The same applies to timemin. The ex- 
cepiion defines a set of actions. This exception handling 
is similar to the definition of the behavior of multimedia 
streams in the restricted blocking concept. 

The following example is based on the program of Fig. 
6. 

program of object A: program of object B: 
-- full-motion video -- audio 
-- from WORM -- from CD-ROM 

display (experiment-fluid) play (experiment-fluid) 
. . .  . . . 

YNCHRONIZE SYNCHRONIZE 
WITH objeci-B WITH object-A 
AT end AT end 
MODE MODE 

restricted-blocking restri~ted~blocking 
WHILE-WAITING WHlLE-WAITING 

display-last-image play (music-Bach) 

TIMEMIN 0 TIMEMIN 0 
TIMEMAX I s TIMEMAX 2 s 
TIMEAVE 0 
EXCEPTION EXCEPTION 

display-last-image play (music-Bach) 

It shows a descripiion where the synchronization delay 
between the two objects should be between 1 s of the au- 
dio object ahead of the video object and 2 s of the video 
object ahead of the audio. This range is sketched in Fig. 
I I. The target delay between both should be 0,  i.e.. no 
delay. The synchronization mode characierizes the behav- 
ior in ihe allowed range. The exception denotes what hap- 
pens out of this range. Often the functionality remains, as 
outlined in ihis example. 

An alternative description of synchronization depen- 
dencies can be done by using the three operators sequen- 
tial, simultaneous, and independent. In [20], these oper- 
ators serve to order multimedia mailing documents. In 
[Zl ] ,  the elements of a multimedia document presentation 
are concatenated by these "temporal operations." These- 
mantics presented in this paper Cover all expressive power 
of the above mentioned operators. Indeed, with ihese three 
operators there is only synchronization at the beginning 
and end of multimedia objects (sequential, simulianeous). 
The "independence" is specified by the stmcturing of the 
objects (see the Appendix) as shown in the following ex- 
ample, where muliimedia-object-text and muliime- 
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event r t o w  A 
r objeicct A 

C m x ,  I sec -r - mox. 2 rcr {video) 
obJect E - ollored rongr of event rtonip B (oudio) - time 

Pig. 11. Synchmniration vi ih  real-time conrtrains. 

diaobject-voice are independent: 

COBEGIN 
multimedia-object-text 
multimedia-object-voice 

COEND. 

C. Continuous Synchronization 
Synchronization of a multimedia object can be achieved 

by delaying the stream. The stream will not be blocked 
for die entire duration of the synchronization event, but 
each unit of infbrmation will be blockedldelayed for a 
certain penod of time. This method requires a storage to 
act as buffer. In a video stream environment this would 
be possible with an intermediate video image store be- 
tween the camera and the monitor as shown in Fig. 12. 

The capacity of this intermediate storage with respect 
to the multimedia stream involved limits the use of this 
continuous synchronization. This synchronization could 
be implemented by the incorporation of synchronization 
markers within the data and an additional synchronization 
channel as descnbed in [23]. 

The fundamental difference to the restricted blocking 
concept is the level of synchronization as shown in the 
following Table IV. The unit of information refers to the 
granulanty of the multimedia stream. Synchronization can 
be performed between pixels of a video stream or, e.g., 
between whole full-screen pictures. "Continuous syn- 
chronization" deals with the lowest levels of granulanty 
(e.g., bytes, pixels, speech samples) whereas "restncted 
blocking" is concerned with more complex entities such 
as full-screen pictures or paragraphs of text. Each row of 
the Table IV Covers the entire range of granulanty. But 
only examples of media and units of information are out- 
lined in the table. The columns refer to cenain ordenng 
of the units of the individual mws. No relationlordenng 
exists between adjacent fields of different rows such as 
"bit" of "datalbasic information structure" and "sam- 
plelpixel" of "full-motion video." 

In this chapter the enhancements to the basic character- 
istics of synchronization for multimedia were presented. 

V.  CONCLUSION 
This paper presented a fundamental survey of basic 

characteristics of synchronization mechanisms. It was 
shown that a distnbuted multimedia system requires fur- 
ther characterisiics. Therefore we developed the concept 
of "restncted blocking'' and incorporated real-time se- 
mantics in synchronization of multimedia objects. For the 
descnption of the above mentioned pmblems and solu- 
tions a multimedia object model was introduced. 

m n i t o r  

video 

~ f o r e .  reod continuorl~ 
C - - - - - - - - -  - - - 

retrieve single video i w c .  
retiieve C o n t i n ~ o ~ I  Y L ~ P O  

v tdro l t l _ l l  1 
Pig. 12. Intermediate video storage. 

TABLE 1V 
MEDIA DEPENDENT UNIT OF INFORMATION 
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On the basis of the propenies outlined in this paper (i.e., 
taking into account restricted blocking and real-time se- 
mantics) existing synchronization mechanisms can be al- 
tered or new ones defined for multimedia environments. 
These mechanisms can be incorporated into a specifica- 
tion method or directly into an implementation language 
by a change of the syntax andlor semantics, by appropri- 
ate subroutines, or by the respective library modules. The 
constructor of such mechanisms should keep in mind re- 
quirements (see [5J) concerning the modulanty of multi- 
media objects, expressive power of the concept itself and, 
ease of use. 

As last example look at the correlaiion between music 
sound and wntten notes in a multimedia environment. Ac- 
cording to the music faculiy at Brown University (US) 
(see [25]) the use of multimedia would revolutionize the 
teaching of music. It would be possible to connect written 
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notes to interpreted musical sounds in an integrated music 
editor, a pxano keyboard, and a synthesizer. Apart from 
conversion mechanisms (written notes to music sound and 
perhpas vice versa) the basic feature in this context will 
be an efficient synchronization mechanism which incor- 
porates real-time aspects as those described in this paper. 

In order to complete the taxonomy of synchronization 
characteristics in this chapter we describe the properties 
of specification, creation and lifetime of objecis. 

Objects can interact only if ihey act at least partially in 
parallel. The environment must provide the ability to cre- 
ate and finish (delete, kill) objects. There is no need for 
any special feature to be provided in the multirnedia con- 
text, but in this chapier we Want to briefly survey the pos- 
sibiliiies; i .e . ,  the described multimedia object rnodel is 
not restricted to any of the following categories. 

1) The process of creation of interacting objects can be 
initiated in many different ways. The creation Covers con- 
cepts like coroutines as well as objects started on different 
pmcessors. Remark: Coroutines transfer the contml by 
"call called-process" and "resume calling-process" (see, 
e.g., Simula [7]) and do not Support real parallelism. 

The creation of objects may occur implicitly at pro- 

time. The original version of CSP allowed only static pro- 
cess creation. Multimedia deals with physical resources 
(e.g.. a microphone); multimedia objects are aitached to 
such resources. The knowledge of real resource allocation 
requirements at cornpile time enables a more sophisti- 
cated program test and validation. 

Most of the specification meihods and parallel pm- 
gramming languages allow dynamic objeci creation. The 
amount of objects is detemined at run time. A more flex- 
ible handling of the multimedia objects and real resources 
is possible. SDL and ADA allow dynamic process crea- 
tion. 

3) The lifetime of the interacting objects stops (termi- 
nates) according to very different rules. An object rnay 
terminate 

by reaching the end of the code (module, program), 
by the pmcessing of a terminate statement allowed to 

be executed by the object itself, 
by the proccssing of a terminate statement allowed to 

be executed by the parent object (e.g., kill ..object-id..), 
by the processing of a terminate staiemeni allowed to 

be cxecuted by any objeci with appropriate rights, and 
only if all all related objects (e.g., sons) have fin- 

ished (e.g., "cobegin .. coend"). 
As analyzed in the context of our pmject no extension 

specific to muliimedia is required concerning the creation 
and the lifetime of objects. 
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